Sahyog -a Beginning…
Nursery Project ‘SAHYOG‘SAHYOG-A Beginning ….’(Community
project for less privileged) launched by Honorable Chief
Minister, Ms. Sheila Dixit
Social Service forms the epicenter of all the school activities. The Nursery Wing of Shaheed
Rajpal D.A.V Public School has always assumed the social responsibility and has shown
commitment towards community projects. The school has consistently involved the students,
teachers and parent community in various social projects .Last one year has witnessed the
overwhelming response and cooperation of all in projects and events like-‘SHRINKHALA’, ‘JOY
OF GIVING’, ‘ECO-FRIENDLY DIWALI CAMPAIGN’, ‘BOOND’, ‘BOOKLICIOUS’, ‘HEALTH DAY’, ‘GO
GREEN’ etc. The rewarding experience has motivated us to take up yet another challenging
project ‘SAHYOG- A Beginning…’.
The project ‘SAHYOG’ is a joint venture of Nursery Wing and NGO, JAN HITH. The Project aims
at making little initiatives for our less privileged children on streets and residing in
neighborhood clusters. The project is designed as a training package for street children
promoting basic hygiene awareness, conducting recreational activities, introducing them with
basic education and providing educational material. Health Care, health checkups and
nutritional supplement programme is also integrated with the project.
It gives us immense pleasure to share that Mrs. Sheila Dixit, the Chief Minister of Delhi
launched the project ‘SAHYOG’ along with our student and teacher volunteers on May
11,2013.A group of 50 students from class I visited 3,Motilal Nehru Marg-Residence of Chief
Minister Sheila Dixit to share the aims and objectives of their venture. She took keen interest
and discussed the importance of being helpful to not so privileged. She emphasized that such
approach should be inculcated right from the root level. Students presented a memento
representing Eco-Friendly and social projects taken up last year by our school which was highly
appreciated. She congratulated the students and teachers for commendable work in the field of
community service. The interaction gave an impetus to our spirits and boosted the morale of
our children.
We believe that with this magnanimous approach coupled with mammoth efforts of our
students, teachers and parent volunteers working for less privileged is indeed a true service to
mankind.

